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Colons 
Editing 

 

Colons = ( : ) to introduce a list or expand a sentence. 

         Use sparingly, an essay may only have 1-2 colons. 

      Examples: 
  I like visting my favorite place: Pismo Beach. 

  Hal will buy the following paints: red, white, and blue. 

  Think: Do I really want a pet rattlesnake? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

 

A) Use colons to make lists.  

Ex. We have everything for the party: games, food, and a pool. 

1.  kori growed several types of Carnivorous Plants pitcher sundew and Venus flytrap 

      __________________________________________________________________ 

2.  venus flytrapps live naturaly in only 2 places north, and south carolina 

      __________________________________________________________________ 

3.  the plants attributes include the folowing small frail and Trigger Hairs that cloze! 

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

4.  there closing speed depends on severel facters humidity light and size of pray 

      ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Careful, never use colons after a verb. Instead, use them after a summary word. 

Incorrect:  Ben’s favorite music includes: jazz, opera, and kazoo. 

   Correct:  Ben’s favorite music includes the following: jazz, opera, and kazoo. 

 
 

 

B) Colons clarify or give more information.  

Ex. Remember: many fish live in specific zones.  

 

5.  it is a unique proces two hares are triggerd the trap closes and a ten-day Digestin period beguns 

     _________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.  they feed on specifik Types of prey Ants Spiders Beetles Grasshoppers and flying insects 

     _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

C) Other uses – Colons separate time and are used in formal greetings, like a business letter. 

8:15         Dear Mrs. Rover: 

 

 

 

 

7.  at 830 each mornin kori lightly sprays watar on-to her plants, an then feeds them at 845 

     _________________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  dear Professor barnes Is it tru these plant eat insect to obtain this important Nutrient nitrogen! 

     _________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Venus flytrap 
Dionaea muscipula 
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Colons 
Editing 

 

Colons = ( : ) to introduce a list or expand a sentence. 

         Use sparingly, an essay may only have 1-2 colons. 

      Examples: 
  I like visting my favorite place: Pismo Beach. 

  Hal will buy the following paints: red, white, and blue. 

  Think: Do I really want a pet rattlesnake? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

 

A) Use colons to make lists.  

Ex. We have everything for the party: games, food, and a pool. 

1.  kori growed several types of Carnivorous Plants pitcher sundew and Venus flytrap 

      Kori grows several types of carnivorous plants: pitcher, sundew, and Venus flytrap. 

2.  venus flytrapps live naturaly in only 2 places north, and south carolina 

      Venus flytraps live naturally in only two places: North and South Carolina. 

3.  the plants attributes include the folowing small frail and Trigger Hairs that cloze! 

     The plant’s attributes include the following: small, frail, and trigger hairs that close. 

4.  there closing speed depends on severel facters humidity light and size of pray 

     Their closing speed depends on several factors: humidity, light, and size of prey. 
 

 Careful, never use colons after a verb. Instead, use them after a summary word. 

Incorrect:  Ben’s favorite music includes: jazz, opera, and kazoo. 

   Correct:  Ben’s favorite music includes the following: jazz, opera, and kazoo. 

 
 

 

B) Colons clarify or give more information.  

Ex. Remember: many fish live in specific zones.  

 

5.  it is a unique proces two hares are triggerd the trap closes and a ten-day Digestin period beguns 

     It is a unique process: two hairs are triggered, the trap closes, and a ten-day digestion period begins. 

6.  they feed on specifik Types of prey Ants Spiders Beetles Grasshoppers and flying insects 

     They feed on specific types of prey: ants, spiders, beetles, grasshoppers, and flying insects. 
 

C) Other uses – Colons separate time and are used in formal greetings, like a business letter. 

8:15         Dear Mrs. Rover: 

 

 

 

 

7.  at 830 each mornin kori lightly sprays watar on-to her plants, an then feeds them at 845 

     At 8:30 each morning, Kori lightly sprays water onto her plants and then feeds them at 8:45. 

8.  dear Professor barnes Is it tru these plant eat insect to obtain this important Nutrient nitrogen! 

     Dear Professor Barnes: Is it true these plants eat insects to obtain this important nutrient: nitrogen? 

 

 

Venus flytrap 
Dionaea muscipula 
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